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About us

Hettich is a 135 years old family owned German lifestyle brand, 
being one of the world's largest manufacturers of Furniture Fittings 
and Hardware with sales exceeding 1.5 billion Euros. It has presence 
in about 80 countries with over 8000 employees taking up the 
challenge of developing intelligent technology for furniture to 
create magical interior experiences for its customers.

In India, Hettich started operations with the dawn of the new 
millennium and within a short span of time gained undisputed 
leadership position in the Indian furniture fittings & hardware industry.

Hettich has state-of-the-art manufacturing capabilities globally 
including India, which enable it to manufacture world-class products 
both for the domestic and overseas markets. Its manufacturing 
facilities include three plants at Vadodara, Gujarat and one at Indore 
in Madhya Pradesh with another one in the pipeline. The company is 
firmly committed to the clarion call for Atmanirbhar Bharat by pursing 
the philosophy of ‘Make in India. Make for the World.’



RETHINKING SPACES WITH
AMAZING FLEXIBILITY.



For more info, Scan 
QR Code.

Hettich Franke

Practical convenience for living being

 

Holding DIN EN ISO 9001 and EMAS 
certification, we are a reliable supplier 
to the furniture industry across the world. 
At Hettich Franke's modern plant in 
Balingen, more than 100 staff focus 
on producing manual adjustable fittings 
as well as drive systems. 

The innovative products are developed on 
location, manufactured using modern 
production methods and tested under 
stringent conditions in the company's 
own testing laboratory as well as by 
independent furniture testing institutes 
at home and abroad.



Hettich Franke product overview
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Friction fitting for head and armrests in upholstered furniture

     We guarantee the torque of the unique friction fitting “FricoFlex“ on delivery and its nearly constant 

torque during the whole service life. This quality feature is guaranteed by a cleverly thought-out 

material mix, the technical properties of the component parts and an automatic assembly process 

with integrated quality control.

Fitting for narrow head and armrests, infinitely adjustable

Fitting, completely mounted

Adjustment area max. 270°

The fitting allows a noiseless infinite range of adjustment to any desired position

Installation on wooden frames by means of M6 wood screws

Installation on tubular frames of Ø 22 x 1,8 mm is possible.

The fitting has indentations at 58 mm centers into which the tube can be crimped

For right and left hand side

FricoFlex VarioFlex

Adjustable fitting for headrests in upholstered furniture

     

and modern upholstered furniture and allows many different installation possibilities.

Fitting, completely mounted

Adjustment in a range of 360° is possible

The fitting allows increments of 15°

Pleasant sound during the adjustment in the headrest

Upon request the fitting can be equipped with links and fixing plates

Adjustable fitting for slender upholstered headrests

     Thanks to the especially small diameter of 35 mm the VarioFlex is particularly suitable for flexible 

 Entry level - Head / Arm rest - FricoFlex
 Premium - Head / Arm rest / Back rest - FricoFlex with double hinge
 Entry level - Head rest - FricoStretch

 Standard - Segmented head rest - VarioFlex with round link
 Premium - Integrated head rest - VarioStretch



FrankoFlex 

  

Adjustable fitting for head and armrests in upholstered furniture

       The ratchet fitting FrankoFlex is still a synonym for the adjustment in upholstered furniture and

creates a clear added value for our customers thanks to its stability and flexibility in use.

FrankoFlex – for the individual adjustment of head- and armrests

Possibility to mount on wooden and steel-tube bases (upon request available in a weld-on 

version, finish .03)

The unobtrusive enclosed design does not detract from the appearance and guarantees a secure 

functional performance.

The fine notches of 9° render the individual adjustment of the fitting possible.

Fixing-holes in 32-mm-system.

As the fitting is flat and slim, it offers many mounting possibilities.

FrankoFlex L – heavy duty individual adjustment of backrest

ProFlex

  

ProFlex is concepted as a modular system

Many applications are possible

Basically add-ons can be combined, e. g. Silent Mode, Easy Stop and spring, Stretch version

All variants are available in surfaces chrome and black

Point of return on the market with 7°, this makes new designs possible

Reversibility – the ProFlex can be switched from various positions. This ensures a

comfortable adjustment and a reduction of variants

Wide adjustment range up to 135°, fine notches in 5° steps

ProFlex provides adjustment of the arm- and

headrest in upholstered furniture

 Standard - Arm rest - FrankoFlex
 Standard - Back rest - FrankoFlex L

 Premium - Head / Arm rest- ProFlex 



CoFix KD fittings

  

The innovative plug in system

transport of the individual segments. At the place of destination the furniture is quickly 

reassembled, without any tools. Production, warehousing and transport are simplified and 

your costs are reduced.

Makes easy work of dismantling furniture and reassembling it at the new location.

Simplifies production, facilitates storage and optimizes transportation.

Reduces your costs across the value chain.

Plug in system CoFix M

The plug in system family CoFix allows complete disassembly of furniture for easy and convenient 

Plug in system Cofix S
For a simple easy and comfortable connection of seating elements

Upholstery is not damaged while joining the elements as the component

parts are easily seen.

Rastomat

  

Easy and quick assembly

The fitting stops in every required position without having to return to 

the zero position

Steel pin limits opening

Low noise

For left and right hand use

5, 6 and 10 adjusting positions

The 6-ratchet version is reversible

(can be switched from various positions)

The universal telescopic fitting for slatted bed

bases and upholstered furniture

 Standard - Knock down sofa - CoFix M
 Standard - Knock down sofa - CoFix S

 Standard - Bed height / Storage - Rastomat



For back width up to 1400 mm is usable

Easy to adjust 

No electrical power and no disturbing cables are needed 

Can be operated from both sides with a lever or loop / rope

Also suitable for sofa-beds

Pleasant adjustment range from 0° to 90° 

No fixed point of reverse -> by pulling the rope the adjustment can follow all directions

High comfort due to the possibility 

of operating on both sides

RVB 140

  

Easy assembly by means of four screw fixings

Smooth running thanks to proven Hettich Quadro runners

Precise and individual adjustment by means of 10 notches in Silent Mode

Easy Stop function: a perceptible end position prevents the fitting from 

changing direction un- intentionally

No need for a swivel movement - adjustment is made horizontally

No sharp edges

Tested according to RAL GZ 430/4

Adjustment area: 140 mm - the fitting leaves no central slot visible

 Individual adjustment of the seat depth in 

 upholstered furniture

 Premium - Displaceable back rest - RVB 140  Standard - Back rest adjustment - XLift Manual
 Premium - Back rest adjustment - XLift Motorized

Lift 

  

X

  



Works well with friction. So no electrical power is needed

Consistend adjustment force during the life cycle

Easy to handle

Low total weight because of less parts

Defiation after life cycle of 3.000 cycles between max. -20% / + 35%

Height adjustment range is depending on the length of the roundlink

 Easy knock-down without tools makes the furniture separable

InLift Manual

  

Solid K. D. fitting

Easy fastening

Available in 130 mm and 100 mm height

Available with and without fixing-points

Can be used to support the slatted bed base and/ or the central longitudinal

beam customarily incorporated into the double beds

Ideal for all bed bases in single and double beds

Bed Connector

  

 Standard - Head rest height adjustment - InLift Manual
 Premium - Head rest height adjustment - InLift Motorized

 Standard - Knock down beds - Bed Connector

K. D. bed fitting for almost every bed construction



Every great design begins with an even
better story. So, does the story of our
Upholstered furniture fitting started
with a passion for designing a seating
furniture fitting which gives an ease of
turning regular sofas, chairs, recliners
into a dynamic piece of furniture. It will 
leave anyone awestruck who laid their 
eyes on them.

“Every great design begins with 

an even better story.”



Living Room

Fitting Used

The Mellwander with a high back and armrest with CoFix M,
giving the sofa a flowing momentum. Mellwander has a tidy
appearance, but not at the expense of comfort. It can be used
to welcome your guest or it can help you relax by turning it
into a bed with just an ease of push.

MELLWANDER

CoFix M

24              www.hettich.com  

DESIGN IDEA 1



Drawing Room

Fitting Used

The Luke sofa is a time capsule of style. It's subtle and layered
composition creates a dynamic and effortlessly stylish presence
in any living room. Luke is not only a style statement but also 
a prime example of brilliance where functionality amalgamates
with aesthetics.

LUKE

CoFix S
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DESIGN IDEA 2



Reading Room

Fitting Used

The Chameleon is an adjustable seating that can be adjusted
for comfortably sitting, enjoying a personalised comfort, it can 
adapt to the mood of the moment. No matter where it stands, 
its enclosing backrests and deep seats create a sense of security. 
One can mold it the way one wants, which is possible due to the 
use of Hettich fitting CoFix M.

CHAMELEON

CoFix M
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DESIGN IDEA 3



Living Room

Fitting Used

Sophisticated functionality and sublime design amalgamated by
the Hettich design team in a sofa with adjustable armrests for
perfect seating comfort. It has a storage compartment that
aptly hides away all the essential things one needs while
watching television or reading their favourite book.

ANGLE

ProFlex
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DESIGN IDEA 4



Living Room

Fitting Used

The Avalanche sofa comprises two distinct elements: an inviting 
showpiece sofa and an expansive and cozy sofa  with an unfolded 
backrest. Whether sparking the beginning of a captivating conversation 
or marking the end of a long day, the Avalanche always exudes excellence. 
This is achieved not only through the utilization of the Hettich fitting 
FrankoFlex for the folding backrest but also by the inclusion of soft 
cushions and a delightfully deep seat.

AVALANCHE

CoFix M
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DESIGN IDEA 5



Living Room

Fitting Used

A single place where one can do anything they please, without
having to move a single step - read, watch a film, listen to music,
make phone calls, work, talk to family and friends, play, celebrate,
eat, drink, relax. Pilotis is just such a place where all of life comes
together i.e. It is the focal point in the living room.

PILOTIS

ProFlex

34            www.hettich.com  

DESIGN IDEA 6



Drawing Room

Fittings Used

Piombino is a modular sofa with a set of compositional elements. 
It owes its comfort to the ergonomic padding that gives an 
informal and flirty appearance without renouncing any of its 
design elements. The freedom to change the composition is 
possible because of the use of FrankoFlex, VarioFlex and 
CoFix M.

PIOMBINO

FrankoFlex
VarioFlex
CoFix M
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DESIGN IDEA 7



Living Room

Fitting Used

Dakshin is a living room sofa setup that helps one to sit back 
and relax to come up with their finest ideas. It is a combination 
point of action and original thoughts. The Hettich fitting 
FrankoFlex L makes it easy to adjust at a relaxing angle.

DAKSHIN

FrankoFlex L
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Drawing Room

Fittings Used

Calypso is an outstanding example of a multifunctional design, 
where both backrest and frame can adjust in different ways for a 
range of comfort experiences. The Hettich fittings FrankoFlex L and 
FricoFlex makes this experience possible.

CALYPSO

FrankoFlex L
FricoFlex
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Kids Room

Fitting Used

The Viernes is our answer to everyday relaxation and rejuvenation 
after a long day at work. It is something that suits everyone. It is 
possible due to the usage of CoFix M.

VIERNES

CoFix M

42 www.hettich.com  

DESIGN IDEA 10



Reading Room

Fitting Used

A high-quality modern design of the sofa ensures that one can rely 
on the Augustus to fulfil the needs of your home office. The compact, 
subtle and modular design makes Augustus suitable for any interior 
space. Modify it to suit your array of preferences with just a pull, 
thanks to CoFix M.

AUGUSTUS

CoFix M
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Hallway

Fitting Used

Cosy, cosier, cosiest - Symphony is a single-seater sofa that
surrounds one with well-being for blissful cocooning. The 
design gives a regal feeling to the user, all thanks to FricoFlex 
furniture fitting from Hettich.

SYMPHONY

FricoFlex
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Reading Room

Fitting Used

Rowling is a comfortable armchair that gives an open invitation
to read and relax. There are storage spaces in it to put books and 
magazines; thus making it a multifunctional piece of fittings. It is 
power-packed with Hettich FrankoFlex L fitting which makes one 
recline to their favourite position comfortably.

ROWLING

FrankoFlex L
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Drawing Room

Fitting Used

The tryst of modern technology and shuttle finish is what Square is 
all about. It is a piece that will sweep the guests away off their feet. 
It will surely become the centre point of your get-togethers. The 
Hettich fitting FricoFlex helps in adjusting it to a desired position.

SQUARE

FricoFlex
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Bed Room

Fitting Used

A multifunctional design that combines ultimate comfortable 
seating with a peachy modern look, thanks to the magical solution 
in the adjustable armrest. The Hettich fitting ProFlex helps in 
converting the armrest to provide bonus features.

CHILLAP

ProFlex
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Guest Room

Fitting Used

The bedroom is not the place to sleep and rest, but now it has
become a place for reading, watching and entertaining. Sabato
bedroom sofa is designed with the same inspiration to make
one's bedroom sofa functional and unique. The Hettich fitting
FrankoFlex helps in adjusting the armrests as one desires.

SABATO

FrankoFlex
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Living Room

Fitting Used

Dora is an L-shaped sofa which is placed in a living area where one 
can relax yet engage in conversation with their peers. Guests will be 
mesmerised by the slight detailing in adjusting of sidearm/ pillow 
which reclines and gives a perfect reading/relaxing angle by using 
Hettich fitting FrankoFlex.

DORA

FrankoFlex
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Office

Fitting Used

Just as elegant as wonderfully comfortable. It has an impeccably 
detailed finish that lets one recline while standing so that you can 
read or talk comfortably. The Hettich fitting FrankoFlex L helps it to 
convert into a standing recliner.

MIKONO

FrankoFlex L
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Terrace

Fitting Used

Jalis can rest on pedestals, integrate and change levels and incorporate 
arm or whole-body rest on terrace - a truly diverse piece. No matter 
how tired you are, this seating with adjustable back and sides of the 
seat creates a sense of coziness. One can mold it the way one wants, 
which is only possible by the use of Hettich fitting FrankoFlex L.

JALIS

FrankoFlex L
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Outdoor

Fitting Used

This design reflects the true meaning of "adjust as you desire".
Solanas has a caring approach to ergonomics by using adjustable 
forms in furniture for the outdoors to relax and have sun baths 
for a longer time in intimate spaces. The Hettich fitting XLift 
makes it recline at one's favorite angle.

SOLANAS

62            www.hettich.com  
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 XLift 



Pan India
Hettich services & network

 

Shop now
www.hettichindiaonline.com
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Follow Hettich India

https://www.facebook.com/HettichIndiaPrivateLimited/%5C
https://www.instagram.com/accounts/login/?next=%2Fhettich_official%2F
https://twitter.com/i/flow/login?redirect_after_login=%2Fhettichindia
https://www.youtube.com/user/HettichEnglish
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hettich-india/mycompany/verification/

